Moving-table reduced-dose gadolinium-enhanced three-dimensional magnetic resonance angiography: velocity-dependent method with three-phase gadolinium infusion.
The purpose of this study was to develop a method for reducing gadolinium dose and suppressing venous overlap in moving-table three-dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance (MR) angiography from the abdomen to the feet. Thirty-one patients underwent three-phase infusion of 16-18 mL of gadolinium: infusion rates and imaging times were determined after taking into account mean blood flow velocity, so that image acquisition was synchronized with peak arterial enhancement at both the first and third stations (velocity-dependent method). Twenty-three other patients underwent slow infusion of 38 mL of gadolinium with fixed acquisition time (high-dose method). The image quality for the two methods was compared. The velocity-dependent method produced good image quality with significantly less venous overlap than the high-dose method, especially in the below-the-knee region (P <.001). The velocity-dependent method provides satisfactory MR angiograms using 16-18 mL of gadolinium in patients having various blood flow velocities.